Bring questions

- What is Continuous Deployment?
- Trust the team to test the app
- How do we measure risk?
- When to include QA into the discussion?
- Shouldn’t we just automate all manual test cases?
Change...

QA
You do not have QA Approval
Test Strategy

http://cliptank.com/funny/dog-costumes.php
Points of community contact

* **Team page**  [https://quality.mozilla.org/teams/web-qa/](https://quality.mozilla.org/teams/web-qa/)

* **tasks**  [https://oneanddone.mozilla.org/](https://oneanddone.mozilla.org/)


* **#mozwebqa**

* **Local meetups + workshops**

* **test days**
Maintenance and acceptable risk

* Risk: Identify the 3 areas
* Ad-hoc testing vs. Exploratory Testing
* Include QA in meetings

Acceptable risk
What’s our manual strategy?

* Balancing need to hit deadlines with inclusion of Community
* Feature verification & exploratory testing
* Testing can occur in production
Waffling
Failure is always an option
Tools & attitude

It's dangerous to go alone!

Take one of these!
Automation strategy

- Selenium tests for areas that are clumsy to cover with unit tests or other dev tests
- Qualify as deployment blockers: run in dev & staging envs
- Non-volatile production tests verify env & services work
- [All] Tests will be deleted if they don’t cover critical areas
Gathering data
Questions

Need Help With Firefox?

What do you need help with?